INTRODUCTION
Most U-Pb isotope calculations made by geochronologists assume that the systems of interest have always been in secular radioactive equilibrium, so that the effects of growth and decay of the several OOQ long-lived radioactive daughters of U and U can be ignored.
Although this approach is reasonable for relatively old (> 30 m.y.)
systems, the inaccuracies introduced by these assumptions are quite substantial when very young (< 1-2 m.y.) systems are encountered (Ludwig, 1977; Ludwig and others, 1977) .
The following computer program permits solution of the Bateman Equations (which describe the relative abundances of isotopes in a decay-chain) in three different ways: 206 pb/238U( 207 pb/235U) and 207 pb/206 pb calculated in table form for a given series of ages and given initial radioactive-daughter abundances (ratio-from-age); or the 206 pb/ 238 u an(J 207 pb/ 235 u apparent ages can be calculated from the isotope ratios (age-from-ratio) . The third option permits 234 238 calculation of the initial U/ U activity ratio necessary for 207 ?Dfi a closed system of given age and given observed Pb/ Pb ratio. 
